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PREFACE 
In 1979 J. Bourgain and F. Delbaen constructed a Banach space which 
resolved several long standing conjectures in Banach space theory [ 2]. 
We shall demonstrate that this space has the following properties: 
l) It is a separable L space. 
. co 
2) It has the Schur property. 
3) It has the Radon-Nikodym property. 
We will show at the end of Chapter IV how the existence of such a space 
resolves the conjectures mentioned above. 
The example of Bourgain and Delbaen is thus very surprising. It is 
the purpose of U1is paper to provide an exposition of the construction 
of this space and the verification of its properties. We attempt to do 
this in a manner which makes the example accessible to a graduate student 
in mathematics. We assume that the reader has had a first course in 
Functional Analysis. We offer [ 5] in analysis and [ 4] in topology as 
references for prerequisites. The exposition is selfcontained except 
for one theorem which states that the second dual of an injective space 
is injective [10]. The proof of this theorem makes extensive use of 
the ideas from the theory of vector lattices. A proof would thus lead 
us far astray from the central issue of this example. One theorem we 
use which might be regarded as marginal to the theory established in a 
first course in Functional Analysis is the Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem. 
For a proof of this see page 158 of [ 5]. Definitions and the prerequi-
site theory of all of the properties mentioned above are provided 
iii 
together with a detailed construction of the space and verification of 
its properties. 
Later in 1979 Bourgain and Delbaen constructed another example of 
a separable L space with R.N.P. which in contrast to the first example 
00 
contains no isomorph of 5!. 1 . The construction of this space is essen-
tially the same as the first space and we therefore include this example. 
We also show that this example has no subspace isomorphic to £1 . It is 
a consequence of ·this fact that this space is, quite surprisingly, some-
what reflexive. We cite appropriate references to establish this fac-t. 
The construction of both spaces is done simultaneously. It is 
important to notice that the construction is accomplished by using 
isomorphic rather than isometric copies of in. We believe this to be 
00 
the first example of a L construction using this method [ 2]. 
00 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper we make use of some standard notations and 
terminology with which we hope the reader is familiar. For the sake of 
completeness and reference we list these. The collection of all 
(bounded linear) operators from a Banach space X to a Banach space Y is 
denoted by B(X,Y), and we write B(X) instead of B(X,X). The word oper-
ator will always refer to a bounded linear operator. We reserve the 
symbol I for the identity operator on the space X. An operator 
X 
Pc::B(X) is called a projection if P(Px) = Px for all xc::X. A subspace E 
of a Banach space X is said to be complemented in X if there exists a 
projection Pc::B(X) such that P(X) =E. If Tc::B(X,Y) and there is a nwnber 
m >0 such that mil x II~~~ Tx II for all xcx then T is called an isomorphism. 
-1 In this case T c B(T(X) ,X). Two Banach spaces X andY are called 
isomorphic if there is an isomorphism TcB(X,Y) such that T(X) = Y. If 
X andY are isomorphic then the number d(X,Y) defined by d(X,Y) 
inf{jiTII· I jT-1 ! I IT is an isomorphism of X onto Y} is called the 
Banach-Mazur distance coefficient of the spaces X and Y. An isomorphism 
TsB(X,Y) is called an isometry if jjTxjj = llxll for all xEX, and X and 
Yare said to be isometric if there is an isometry Tc::B(X,Y) such that 
T(X) = Y. 
The dual of a Banach space X is denoted by X* and for (X*)* we 
write X**. We reserve the letter ,J to denote the canonical isometry of 
l 
X into X**, ie. (Jx) (x*) = x*(x) for all xcX and all x*cX*. If 
TcB(X,Y). then the adjoint ofT denoted by T* is the element of B(Y*,X*) 
defined by (T*y*Xx) = y*(Tx) for all xcX and all y*cY*. If A is a sub-
.L 
set of a Banach space X then the annihilator of A is denoted by A and 
.L 
is defined by A.L = {x*cX*Ix*(x) = 0 for all xsA}. 
ALL 
l 
For (A ) we write 
When we consider the weak and weak* topologies on a Banach space 
X we will distinguish limits and closures with respect to these 
topologies as follows: w-lim x , w*-lim x , and lim x refers respec-
n n n n n n 
tively to the weak, weak*, and nonn limits of the sequence {x }ex. 
n 
The weak, weak*, and norm closures of a subset AC X are denoted re-
-w -w* 
spectively by A , A 1 and A. The unit ball of a Banach space X is de-
noted by BX and is defined by BX = {xcxl J !xi 1~1}. An operator 
TcB(X 1 Y) is called compact (respectively weakly compact) if T(BX) is 
compact (respectively 1 weakly compact) . 
If (Q 1 E 1 ~) is a measure space then LP(~), l~p < 00 1 denotes the 
Banach space consisting of equivalence classes of measurable real valued 
functions f defined on Si 1 for which Unlflpdf.l)l/p is finite. For 
p = 00 1 Loo(f.!) consists of such f for which If! is essentially bounded. 
The norm in L (f.!) is defined by I It! I = (!nlf!pdf.l)l/p for p < oo, and p. ~G 
!It! I =essential suplfl for p =co. If (ri 1 Ldl) is the usual Lebesque 
measure space on n = [ 0,1] then we write L for L (JJ). If (f ,I 1 ]J) is a p p 
discrete measure space with )J ({Y}) = 1 for all Ycr then we write £ (f) p 
for L (JJ). p 
for £ (f) • p 
When r is the set of positive integers then we write Q, p 
We write Q,n for£ (f) when f = {l 1 2,•••,n}. The subspace of p p 
2 
£ (f) consisting of all fs£ (f) such that {Ycr I If (Y) I > d is finite for 
co ro 
each c > o is denoted by c (f), and if r is the set of positive integers 
0 
then we write c for c (r). If K is a compact Hausdorff space then C(K) 
0 0 
denotes the Banach space consisting of all continuous real valued func-
tions defined on K. The norm of fsC(K) is defined by I lfl I= suplf(x) 1. 
xsK 
In Chapter II we provide the reader with the theory which is needed 
3 
to discuss the counter-example described in Chapter IV and its properties. 
Chapter II is thus divided into sections dealing in order with 1) Bases 
in Banach Spaces, 2) The Schur Property, 3) 'rhe Radon-Nikodym Property, 
4) Injective Banach Spaces, 5) Weak Sequential Completeness, 6) The 
£ (f) spaces, and 7) Separable L spaces. None of these sections is 
00 00 
mepnt to be an exhaustive treatment of its topic. We include only those 
results which are necessary for an understanding of the space of Chapter 
IV. 
In Chapter III we construct a class of separable L spaces which 
00 
have the Radon-Nikodym property. It is important to notice that the 
"building blocks" of these spaces are isomorphic copies of £~ rather 
than isometric copies. To our knowledge this is the first such construe-
tion (see [ 2 ]) . The spaces in this class have an important metric 
property that depends on two real parameters a and b, and thus the class 
will be denoted by X(a,b). 
Chapter IV is truly the heart of the paper. Here we investigate 
the subclass determined by setting the parameter a= 1, i.e., X(l,b) 
spaces. It is shown in this chapter that an X(l,b) space has the Schur 
property, and we establish the other surprising properties of such a 
space. 
In Chapter V we observe that if a<l then an X(a,b) space has no 
subspace isomorphic to £1 . This fact together with some rather deep 
results, cited there, allow us to conclude some interesting properties 
about this class also. 
CHAPTER II 
PRELIMINARIES 
In this chapter we will discuss the results necessary to read and 
understand the proofs and construction of examples that follow. We in-
elude only that which is necessary to make the exposition self contained 
and that which we feel the reader may not have been exposed to in a 
first course in Functional Analysis. 
Bases in Banach Spaces 
Throughout this paper we will use the term basis instead of 
Shauder basis as this is the only type we will consider. The reader 
is cautioned not to confuse this notion with that of the algebraic 
Hamel basis. 
Definition 0: A basis of an infinite dimensional Banach space X 
00 . 
is a sequence {xn}n=l c X such that for each xsX there exists a unique 
00 00 
sequence of scalars {an}n=l such that x L a x . A basic sequence 
n=l n n 
is a sequence which is a basis for its closed linear span. 
We use the notation sp{x } to denote the set. of all finite linear 
n 
combinations of the vectors {x } and the closure of this set will be 
n 
denoted by [ x ] . The span of the first k of these vectors will be 
n 
denoted [xn]n~l· An infinte dimensional Banach space X with basis 
{xn} is obviously separable and thus a nonseparable space, such as £00 , 
has no basis. 
00 
If x = E a x we may associate to x the sequence 
n=l n n 
4 
{a } and thus think of X as a sequence space. For such an x we will re-
n . 
fer to a. as the jth coordinate of x when no confusion can occur. If we 
J 
are considering more than one basic sequence we will refer to coordin-
ates with respect to certain basic sequences. The mappings Pk onto 
k 00 k ~ ] defined by Pk( ~l a x ) = ~l a x will be referred to as the 
n n=l n= n n n= n n 
natural projections associated with the basis {x }. 
n 
Theorem 1: If {x } is a basis for a Banach space X and {P } is the 
n n 
sequence of natural projections associated with {x } then P is a 
n n 
bounded linear operator for each nand supljP II< oo 
n n 
Proof: Define II lxl I I= supj jP xJ 1. It is easily verified that 
n n 
5 
I I J· I I I is indeed a norm on X. We will show that in fact these two norms 
are equivalent. Obviously II X II = lim r I p X II ::; sup II p X II = 
n n n n 
Ill x Ill . Let I: (X, 111·111) -+ (X, 11·11) be the identity map. If we 
show that X is complete with respect to the new norm I I I· I I I, then the 
open mapping theorem gives us that I is an isomorphism and hence the two 
norms are equivalent. 
Assume that {y } is a Cauchy sequence with respect to 
n 
Ill • I II . Since {x } is a basis for X there exists a unique sequence n 
00 00 
of scalars {a. (n) }. 1 such that y = .z1 a. (n)x for each n (the con-J J= n J= J n 
vergence of this sum is with respect to II· II). We fix no'\v k and notice 
But {y } 
n 
is I I I· I I !-cauchy so 2j I Jym-ynl I I-+ 0 and thus the sequence of scalars 
00 {ak(n)}n=l is Cauchy. 
00 
So put a = lim ak(n), and consider the I I • I I 
k n 
convergence of k~l ak~· Let s > o be given. We know that there exists 
an M such that for m,n ~ M, we have I I Jym- ynJ I I < s. So by the 
definition of 111·111 we have that for any k, IIPk(y -y ) II < s when m, 
.m n 
k 
n ?. M. Thus I I .L (a. (m) -a. (n))x. I I < s. In the limit as n ~ oo this J=l J . J J 
k 
becomes I I .L (a. (m) -a.) x. I I ~ s for all k and m?. M. Choose a ym J=l J J J 
00 
where m 2: M. Then y = . L. a . (m) x. so 
m J=l J J 
we can select an N > H for which 
t 
I lj~k aj (m)xjl I < s whenever k,£ ~ N. We get then that fork,£ ~ H, 
£ £ 
II . L a. x. II = II . Lk (a. - a. (m)) x. J=k J J J= J J J 
£ £ 
+ . L a. (m) x. II~ II . L.k (a. -a. (m) ) x. II J=k J J J= J J J 
series 
00 
. L. a. x. is Cauchy wi·th re-
J=l J J 
spe ct to I I • I I 
00 
and must converge to some element y == .L. a.x. (the J=l J J 
equality is in the sense of I I· I J>. We have already observed, however, 
k 
that for sufficiently large m and all k I I .L. 1 (a. (m) - a.)x. I I < s which J= J J J -
means that I !Pk(ym-y) I I ~ s for all k and sufficiently large m. Taking 
the supremum we have s~PIIPk (ym-y) II II!Ym - yJJI ~ s. Thus the two 
norms are equivalent and so there is a number K such that lllxlll S 
K II x II for all x s X. So supJIP xll :S Kllxll· Therefore each P is a 
n n n 
bounded linear operator and sup! IP I I ~ K. Q.E.D. 
n n 
If {P } is the sequence of natural projections associated with the 
n 
basis {x } the number sup! IP I I is called the basis constant of the 
n n n 
basis {x }. 
n 
Some important examples of Banach spaces with bases are, 
1) c or£ , 1 S p < oo, with basis {e } where e (0,0,.1.,0). 
o p n n 
The "1" th is the n term of the sequence. Hereafter this basis will be 
referred to as the usual basis of the space in question. 
2) L [o,l], 1 S p < oo, with basis {x (t) }, where {x (t)} is the p n n 
Haar system defined by x1 (t) = 1, and 
6 
X k (t) 
2 +£ 
0, elsewhere 
k fork= 0,1,2, ... ; £ = 1,2, .•• ,2 
3) c[o,1], with basis {~ (t) }, where {~ (t)} is the Schauder sys-
n n 
tem defined by q>1 (t) = 1, and ~n (t) 
th 
n Haar function from example 2). 
t 
= f x (t)dt, n~2. 
o n-1 x (t) is the n 
We have previously alluded to the possibility of the existence of 
more than one basis for a given space. For a proper discussion of this 
we need the following definition of equivalence of basic sequences: 
Definition 2: Two basic sequences {x } and {y } are said to be 
n n 
00 00 
7 
equivalent provided I a x converges if and only if I a Y converges. 
n=l n n n=l n n 
It is a consequence of the closed graph theorem that the basic 
sequence {x } is equivalent to the basic sequence {y } if and only 
n n 
linear map T: [x ] + [ y ] , determined by Tx 
n n n 
isomorphism onto (y ]. 
n 
y for all n, is an 
n 
if the 
The next definition provides us with a way of generating new basic' 
sequences from an existing one. 
X. 
Definition 3: Let {x } be a basic sequence in some Banach space 
n 
If m1 < m < ••• is any sequence of positive integers and {a } is 2 n 
a sequence of scalars, then the sequence {b.} of nonzero vectors 
J 
mj+1 
defined by b. = . I a.x. is called a block basic sequence (or simply J 2=m. + l l 1 -- --- -~"'----
] 
a blocking) of the basic sequence {x }. 
n 
Blackings will be used extensively in the constructions and proofs 
in subsequent chapters . 
. The following theorem provides us with another way of obtaining a 
new basic sequence from an existing one. In essence the theorem says 
that if we perturb a basic sequence "slightly" the resultant sequence 
is an equivalent basic sequence. 
Theorem 4: Let {x} be a normalized (i.e., I lx I I = l for each n) 
n n 
basic sequence in a Banach space X with basis constant K. If {y } C X 
n 
and I II x - y II < -21 then {y } is a basic sequence which is equivalent n n n -K n 
to {x }. 
n 
k 
Proof: Define T: sp{x } + sp{y } as follows: For x = I a x 
n n n=l n n 
k k 
put T(x) = I a y , and observe that I lx-Txl I = I I I a x -
n=l n n n=l n n 
k k k n~l anynll = lin~l an (xn-yn) II ~ (s~planl)n~lllxn- YniJ. But 
Ia I = Ia lllx I I = !Ia x II = n n n n n 
Thus sup I a I < 2K II x II and we have II x-Tx II 
n n 
II ::; 2K II x II for each n. 
k :S2Kn~ 1 Jixn-Yni1Jixll· 
00 1 k 
Since z:: 1 llx -y II<-- we have 2K I 1 l!x -y II< 1. So there is a n= n n 2K · n= n n 
number M<l such that I jx-Txl I :S HllxJI for all x t:: sp{x }. By the 
n 
triangle inequality then we get (1-M)IIxll :0: JITxll :S (l+M)jlxiJ. 
(Notice M < l so 1-M > o) . It follows easily then that T is an 
isomorphism onto sp{y } and thai~ T extends to an onto isomorphism 
n 
T:[x] + [y ] for wl1ich T{L: ax ) =I a y . Q.E.D. 
n n nn nn 
The next theorem is a result of R. C. James [8]. It says essen-
tially that any space which contains an isomorphic copy of £1 (i.e. 
contains a subspace isomorphic to £1 ) has another subspace which is 
"almost isometric" to £1 . The term "almost isometric" is made precise 
by the statement of: 
Theorem 5: If {u } is a sequence in a normed linear space which 
n 
is equivalent to the usual basis of £1 , then for every t:: > o there 
exists a blocking {b } of { u } such that II b II = 1 and 
n n n 
8 
9 
Proof: Let s > o be given. 1 Choose o such that 2 > (1-c). We 
(l+o) 
may assume, without loss of generality, that there exists a number a., 
0 < a $. 1, such that for any sequence of scalars {a.. } we have 
l 
n n n 
a. II i~l a.i ui II ::: II i~l a.i ui Ill :::; II i~l a.i ui II , ( II· Ill means 
Put A = {x s sp{ u. } I II x II = 1 and P (x) == 0}, 
n k n 
where {P } is the sequence of natural projections associated with {u }. 
n n 
Also put A. = sup II x 11 1 · 
n xsA 
Notice that a. :::; A :S 1, and A ? A 1 for each n n n+ 
n 
n. Consequently there exists a A., 0 :;: A. ::; 1, such that A. + A.. Now 
n 
choose n 
0 
such that A 
A 
no A 
> -- > l+o - l+o · 
P, y 
J 1 
1 
n 
choose j >n such that 
1 0 
that I p. y ]2 2 
1 
0 
< A< Ho) • Select y_ s A for which 
l n 
0 
Observe that lim! JP,y1 - y1 1 11=0 and thus j J 
A 
> --l+o 
A. 
> --l+o 
Thus we can 
A 
> --l+o Now choose 
A ~ l+o' and as before choose j 2 so 
pj y2 
1+6 Then put b 2 = --,-,11,---P--=. 2=---Y-21-:-1 to get II b2ll =1, 
]2 
P b = 0 and I lb I I > _A_ Continue inductively to select a blocking 
n 2 I 2 1 1+0 • 
0 
{b } of {u } in this manner for which Jjb 11=1, P b =0, and IJb II 
n n n n n nl 
A 
> --- for each n. l+o 
0 
10 
We now simply check that this is the desired blocking. Since 
n 
p b =0 for each n we get P (.I a.b.)=O for any choice of scalars 
n n - n 1=l 1 l 
0 0 
n 
{a. } • In particular P 
.2: 1 a.b. l= l l 
E An SO 
o' l 
n 
.I1 a b. J..= i l 
n 
11. I a.b.IJj 
J..=l l l 1 
:5 A 
n 
0 
n 
0 
n 
< A.(l+o), or equivalently, I [ifl aibil I ~ 
1 n 
:\(1+8) llifl aibiiJl. 
1 
Since {bn} is a blocking of {un} we get lc(l+o) 
1 A. n 
(1+8) igllaiJ == 
1 n 
2 .IlJa.J ~ (Ho) 1= 1 (1-E:) J.c(l+o) 
n 
. I I a. j. 
l=l l 
n n 
Of course by the triangle inequality 11.2:1 a.b.JI ::S .I 1 Ja.J llb.ll l= l l J..= l l 
n n n n 
.I Ia. I 1 so we have (1-E:) .~ 1 la.J .S. 11.~1 a.b.ll ~ .~ 1 Ja.J as 1=1 l l- l 1- l 1 1- l 
desired. Q.E.D. 
A very natural generalization of the notion of a basic sequence is 
given by the following definition. 
Definition 6: Let X be a Banach space and {P } be a sequence of 
n 
finite rank projections defined on X such that P P = P . and 
m n m1n(m,n) 
lim P x 
n n 
x for each x. Then the sequence {Bn} where B1 = P1 (X) 1 
Bn = (Pn-Pn-l) (X) for n>l. is called a Finite dimensional Shauder dec9m-
position (or F.D.D.) of X. 
Remark: Definition 6 is equivalent to the more common definition 
11 
which requires:dim B < oo for each n, and each x s X has a unique repre-
n 
sentation of the form x = 
00 
L Ct X 
n=l n n where x n s B n for each n. 
We will also have some need of the notion of what is called an 
£1-suro of finite dimensional subspaces, which is a special case of the 
following definition. 
Definition 7: Let {(X ,J 1·1 I )} be a sequence of Banach spaces. 
n n 
An £ -sum of this sequence, denoted by (2: X ) for 1 ~ p ~ oo, is the 
P n n p 
space consisting of all sequences {x } , x s X for which l: II x II P < co 
n n n n n n 
(for p = ro, supllx II < oo) with the norm defined by II {x } II = 
n n n n 
(for p = oo, II {x } II = sup II x II ) · 
n n n n 
We leave the following two facts as exercises. 
(i) An £ -sum with the usual coordinate-wise algebraic structure p 
is a Banach space. 
(ii) (l: X)* can be identified isometrically with (l: X*) for 
n np n nq 
1 < p < -1 -1 ro, where p + q = 1 (for p = 1 take q = co). 
We conclude here our discussion of bases in Banach spaces and refer 
the interested reader to [ 12] for more information. 
The Schur Property 
Definition 8: A Banach space X is said to have the Schur property 
if every weill<ly null sequence converges to zero in norm. That is to 
say, if {x }C X and w-lim x = 0 then lim x =0. Such a space will be 
n n n n n 
referred to as a Schur space. 
Since in a Schur space weak and norm sequential convergence coin-
cide it follows from the Eberlein-Smulian theorem that weak and norm 
12 
compactness are equivalent. An important example of a Schur space is £1 . 
We will use the same argument which appears in [ 1] to prove a theorem 
which contains this fact. 
'I'heorem 9: An £ -sum (E B ) , of finite dimensional spaces {B } 1 'n nl · n 
is a Schur space. 
Proof: Let {Q} be the sequence of projections such that Q ((Z B )1 ) 
--- n nnn. 
= B , and let {y }C (Z B ) 1 be a weakly null sequence. Suppose n n n n 
lim y ;t'O. Then there is a o>o and a subsequence {x } of {y } such that 
n n n n 
llxniJ~o>o for each n. Since llx1 il = ~11Qnx1 11 we may choose m1 such 
that n!m II Qn x1 11 < o;s. 
1 
Since the sequence {x } is weakly null and each 
n 
Q. is a finite rank operator we have lim Q.x 
J n J n 
0 for each j. Any finite 
£ 
sum of these operators also has finite rank and thus lim (. Z Q.) (x ) == 0 
n J=k ~J . n 
for all choices of k and £. In particular if we fix k 2>m1 there exis·ts 
an n 2 such that < o;s. But Q ·l (X ) 
6/5. 
J n2 
Since II x II = Z II Q. x II we can 
n2 j J n2 
also choose m2>k2 such that j~m I!Qj xn II< 6/5. Proceed inductively 
2 2 
to select sequences of positive in·tegers {k.}, {n.}, and {m.} such that, 
J J J 
(ii) i~m.JjQi xn _II < o/5, and thus 
(iii) 
J J 
m.-1 
J 
h 
i=k.+l 
J 
Q.x 
l n. 
J 
> 36/5 
13 
For part (iii) recall 8 ~ J lx I J = ~~ jQ. x I 1. 
n. 1 J. n. 
J J 
By exercise (ii) following Definition 7 (Z B)* consists of sequences 
n n l 
{x~} with x~ s B~ and supj lx~l J < 00 • We construct such a sequence as 
J J J j J 
follows: If j is not between k. and m. for i put * = 0. If, how-some X. 
J. J. J 
* IIQ. I I ever, k. ::: j ::: m. for some i put X. (Q. X ) X and use the J. J. J J n. J n. J. J. 
Hahn-Banach Theorem to extend x~ to all of B. with I lx~l 1=1. Then 
J J J 
* * * X {x. } E (Z B ) 1 • J n n 
We apply this functional to our sequence {x } and observe that for 
n. 
each i we have lx*({xn. }) J=Jj~l x;(Qj xn.> I 
J. J 
I 00 * I - . Z X. (Q. X ) > 0/5. 
J=mi J J ni 
ki 
l 
m -1 i 
2: lj=k~+l 
J. 
Since 
* x.(Q. x >I 
J J ni 
I IQ. X II ::: '~liiQ. X II < o/5 by (i) above and similarly 
J ni J- J ni 
I co * I .~ X, (Q. X ) < 0/5 by (ii) and 
J-mi J J ni 
38/5 by (iii) 
* and the definition of x . Thus the sequence {x } cannot be weakly null 
n. 
J. 
which contradicts our original assumption and proves the theorem. 
The following definitions provide us with another class of Schur 
spaces. 
Definition 10: Let {B } be a sequence of finite dimensional Banach 
n 
spaces. If {m.} is a sequence of non-negative integers such that 
J 
m. + l < m. 1 , then the Banach space with F.D. D. {F.}, where J ]+ J 
called a skipped blocking of the sequence {B }. 
n 
While it is not exactly precise the following diagram should help 
to at least motivate the terminology of Definition 10. 
+ B 
m. 1 J-
F. 
J-1 
+ B 
m. 
J 
+ B + 
mj+l 
F. 
J F. 1 J+ 
Definition 11: A Banach space X is said to have the £1-skipped-
blocking-property provided there exists an F.F.D. {B } of X such that 
n 
14 
every skipped blocking of {Bn} is an £1-sum. Such a sequence {B } will n 
be called an £1-skipped-blocking sequence for X. 
Remark: The reader might wish to consult [ 7] and check that the 
example provided there by R. C. James could be said to have the £2-
skipped-blocking-property. 
Theorem 12: A Banach space X which has the £1-skipped-blocking-
property is a Schur space. 
Proof: We will show that every weakly null sequence in X has a 
subsequence that goes to zero in norm. The procedure will be to show 
that every weakly null sequence has a subsequence which is "very close" 
to a skipped sequence, i.e. a sequence contained in a skipped blocking. 
Let {B } be an £1-skipped-blocking-sequence for X, and let {P } 
n n 
h . . [ Jn be t e sequence of natural proJeCtlons, P :X + B .. 1 • n J J= Let {x }c x n 
be any weakly null sequence and {E } a sequence of positive numbers 
n 
which decrease to zero. 
Notice first that since X = [ Bn], then given any x E X and any 
£ > o there exists k and yE P k (X) such that II x-y II < E. In particular 
there exists k 1 and some y 1 £ Pk (X) for which I lx1 -y1 j I < £ 1 . Put 
1 
Now since 
w-lim x =0 and each of the projections Pk is of finite rank we have 
n n 
l~m Pk xn=O for each k. Thus we can choose n2 large enough to insure 
that lim Z 
n n 
Now choose a sequence {Z } ....:.: U P. (X) such 
n j J 
x then certainly lim P Z 
n 2 n k 1+1 n 
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choose N such that JIPk +l Z -P l N 1<.1+1 
It follows then that 
JI.Pk +l zNII < 2s 2/3.· Since ZN s U PJ.(X) there exists k2 > k1+l such 
1 j 
P z . Now put y2 k 2 N 
Then we have - y II = l!x -2 n 2 
So 
that I jx - y 2 1 I < s 2 and y 2 s F2 . Proceed in this manner for an in-
n2 
ductive definition of sequences {x }, {y. }, and {F.} where 
n. 1 1 
Jlx -
n. 
1 
y . II < s . and y . 
1 1 l 
Since lim s. 
i 1 
s F. 
l 
= 0 
l 
k. 
= [ B J ~k +2. 
n n i-1 
we have l:j.mJix 
1 n. 
1 
- y.ll = 0. So if x*s x* we 
l 
have lx*y.j == lx*(y.-x) + x*(x ) I .::: llx*ll lly.-x II + jx*(x )1-+0. 1 1 n. n. 1 n. n. 
1 1 1 1 
But {y }C::[ F ] which is a skipped blocking of {B } and hence [ F ] is an 
n n n n 
fl. -sum so by Theorem 9, [F ] is a Schur space and limy ==0. But 
l n n n 
l:j.ml jx -y. I l==o so we must also have lim x =0. Q.E.D. 
1 ni l i ni 
We will construct a Schur space in a later chapter by building 
in this £1-skipped-blocking-property. 
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We conclude this section by considering a class of spaces which are 
not Schur spaces. The theorem that follows provides us with an example--
the C(K) spaces. It is easy to see that the Schur property is preserved 
by an isomorphism, and is inherited by closed subspaces and therefore 
the following theorem says that a Schur space cannot contain any sub-
space which is isomorphic to a C(K) space. 
Theorem 13: If K is an infinite compact Hausdorff space then C(K) 
is not a Schur space. 
Proof: We will use the fact that {f } is weakly convergent in 
n 
C(K) if and only if {f } is bounded and point-wise convergent. This 
n 
follows from the Lebesgue convergence theorem and the Reisz representa-
tion theorem. In fact we will construct a sequence {f } such that 
n 
j If I j=l for each nand w-lim f = O(i.e., lim f x=O for every x E K). 
n n n n n 
Choose a point p which is a limit point of Kanda point x 1 sK such 
that x11p. Since K is normal we may choose F1 and c1 closed subsets of 
K such that psint c1 , x1sint F1 and c10F1=¢. Since p is a limit point 
int c1 must be infinite, so we may choose x2 s int c1 such that x 21p. 
Using normality again we select closed subsets F 2 and c2 of c1 such that 
Having chosen x , C , and F such 
n n n 
C nF =¢, (C UF )C; C , p£ int C, X£ int F, F and C both closed; 
n n n n n-1 n n n n 
we select x 1 E C , x 11p, and closed subsets F and C 1 of C such n+ n n+ n+ 1 n+ n 
that X l E int F , ps int C l' and F n C =¢. By induction then 
n+ n+l n+ n+l n+l 
we have a sequence {F } of closed (and hence compact) subsets of K which 
n 
are pair-wise disjoint and a sequence of points {x } such that x £ int 
n n 
Fn for each n. Now we use Urysohn's lemma to construct a sequence of 
functions {f }C C(K) such that f (K)c [ 0,1], f (x )=1, and support 
n n n n 
f CF. 
n n 
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For any x s K such that x i U F we have f (x)=O for all n, m1d if 
n n n 
xs Fj for some j then fk(x)=O for all k>j. 
course, I It I 1=1 for each n. Q.E.D. 
n 
Thus w-lim f =0. 
n n 
The Radon-Nikod9m Property 
But, of 
To discuss the Radon-Nikod9m property (hereaft.er called R.N. P.) one 
needs some familiarity with the concepts of vector valued measures and 
vector valued integration. These notions are comple·tely analogous to 
their scalar valued counterparts. A vector valued measure is a function 
F defined on a cr-algebra I of subsets of some set ~ taking values in a 
Banach space X, for which F(U E ) = I F(E ) whenever {E } is a sequence 
n n n n n 
of pair-wise disjoint members of I. The variation of a vector valued 
measure F on Esi, denoted by IFI (E) is defined by IFI (E) = sup IIII IF(A) I I 
II At:. 
where the supremum is taken over all finite partitions II of E. F is said 
to be of bounded variation if IFI (~) is finite. IFI is a measure. The 
proof of this fact, which is the same as the scalar valued case, is left 
to the reader. A vector valued measure F of bounded variation is said to 
be absolutely continuous with respect to a scalar valued measure ~ if 
IFI is absolutely continuous with respect to ~. In this case we will 
write F << ~. 
If (~,I,~) is a finite measure space and ~ is a scalar valued 
measure then a function ¢:Q+X (X a Banach space) is called a simple 
n n function if there exist vectors {x.}. 1r:: X and sets {E.}. 1,:: I such that l l= l l= 
(X denotes the characteristic function of the set E .. ) E. 1 
l 
A function f:Q+X is said to be ~-measurable if f is a point-wise limit 
of simple functions, ~-a.e., in the norm topology of X. Given such an 
f and a sequence of simple functions {¢ } which converge to f, ~-a.e., 
n 
we say f is Bochner integrable (or simply integrable) if l~m !~I if(w)-
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¢ (w) II d~ ((JJ) =0. It is an exercise to show that in this case lim S ¢ d 
n n E n ~ 
exists for each Ecr. We define J f d~ = lim f ¢ d where f ¢ d is E n E n ~ E n ~ 
defined in the usual way (i.e. if cp n = .l:l X, 
:t= l. 
X 
E i 
sentation of the simple function ¢ then JE cp d~ 
is the canonical repre-
follows that for a f.l-measurable X valued function f, f is integrable if 
and only ~f !~I if(w) I idv(w) is finite. We denote the set of all equi-
valence classes of integrable functions by L1 (v,X). Under the norm 
llfll 1 = J~ll~(w) lldfl(W) and usual algebraic operations L1 (v,X) is a 
Banach space. 
Definition 14: A Banach space X is said to have R.N.P. if for each 
finite measure space (Q,L,~) and every vector valued measure F:L-+X, of 
bounded variation which is f.l-continuous there exists an feL1 (v,X) such 
that F(E) = JE f d~ for all EeL. 
The reader should notice that in case X is the scalar field (or 
finite dimensional)the definition is simply a statement of the classical 
Radon-Nikodym Theorem. This leads us to think of R.N.P. spaces as those 
Banach spaces for which the Radon-Nikod1ru Theorem is valid. If a Banach 
space X has R-N-P and F, f are as in Definition 14 we will call f the 
Radon-NikodYm derivative of F. 
In subsequent chapters we will construct some spaces which have 
R.N.P. We conclude the discussion here with an example of a very 
familiar space which does not have R.N.P. 
Example 15: The Banach space c does not have R.N.P. 
0 
We will define a c valued measure which has no Radon-Nikod§m de-
o 
rivative. We use the measure space (Q,I,~) where Q = [0,1], I is the 
a-algebra of Lebesgue measurable subsets of [ 0, 1], and ~ is Lebesgue 
measure. 
n oo 
Define F: I+ c by F(E) = {f sin(2 nt)d~} 1 . According to o E n= 
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the Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma lim f sin(2nnt)d~=O, so Fisc valued. Also 
n E o 
for each E we have II F (E) II = sup If sin (2nnt) d~ I :S~ (E). 'I'herefore F is 
n E 
~-continuous, countably additive and of bounded variation. 
Suppose F does have a Radon-Nikod§m derivative f. Then f £ L1 (~,c0 ) 
and F (E) = f E f d~ for every Ed. We will demonstrate that this f 
* cannot be c valued for almost all t £ [0,1]. 
0 
Let x be the functional 
n 
that selects the nth coordinate, i.e. x*({x.}~ 1 > = x 
· n J J= n Then for any 
* * Esi we get x (F(E))=x (f f d~) 
n n E * f x f d~ = f f d~ where E n E n 
00 
f { f . } . 1 . So JE fn d~ J J= = f sin(2nnt)d~ for each Esi and thus E 
f (t) = sin(2nnt),~-a.e. 
n 
on [ 0,1]. Now put En = {t II sin (2nnt) I > ~} 
and observe that ~(E) = 1/2 for each n. Let E be the element of I 
n 
for which X E 
and it is easy 
J xlim E dlJ = 
n n 
lim X . E A standard notation n 
n 
to verify that 
f lim X d~ > 
n E 
n 
limE = /1 ,U 
n n n J2:n 
lim f X d~ 
n E 
n 
for this set is E = lim 
n 
E .. We have ~(lim E ) = 
J n n 
lim ~(E ) 
n n 
1/2. But if 
E 
t £ limE then f(t) ¢ c 
n n o 
Hence ~{ts[O,l]lf(t) £ c } :S 1/2, and thus 
0 
f is not c valued p-almost everywhere. 
0 
n 
For detailed treatment of the R.N.P. we refer the interested reader 
to [ 3]. 
Injec·tive Banach Spaces 
Definition 16: A Banach space X is a PA ~pace if for each TsB(Y,X) 
20 
and each Banach space Z:::.>Y there exists a Tr::B(Z,X) such that Tly = T and 
jjTj I ~ A·jjTjj. An J:_njectiv~_ Banach space_ is a Banach space which is a 
PA space for some A. 
We shall see eventually that this definition of "injective" for 
the category of Banach spaces and bounded linear operators is consistent. 
with definition of injectiveness taken in general category theory. In 
fact, we shall see (in Theorem 19 below) that injectiveness is a purely 
category theoretic property. 
Lemma 16: 9"00 (f) is a P 1 space. 
Proof: Let Y and Z be Banach spaces such that z :.J Y and T E: B (Y, 
2, (f)). by E (f) = f ( Y ) • y Then E T is a functional y co 
* on Y which extends, by the Hahn Banach theorem, to a fm1ctional T E: Z y 
with II 'l' II = II E ·r I I · y y Now define T: Z-+£ (I') by <Tz) (Y) = T z. co y Then for 
each ycY we have (Ty) (Y) = T y = E (Ty) == (Ty) ('Y) for each YE:f. So y y 
T I =T Also II i•z II = sup II (Tz )Y II = sup II T z II :5 II z I I sup I IT II = 
y • YE:f YE:f Y YE:f Y 
I I z II sup II RYT I I .;; II z II II •r II since II Ey II = 1 for each Y E:f. Thus 
yEf 
IITII::: IITII- Q.E.D. 
Lemma 18: A Banach space X is a PA space if and only if there is an 
isometry T:X-+Y where Y is a P1 space and a projection P of Y onto T(X) 
such that I I P II ::: A . 
Proof: Suppose first that X is a P A space. Put Y = £ (B *) and 
oo X 
(Tx)x* = x*(x) for all x*E:Bx* and all xE:X. Then certainly Tis an 
isometry of X into Y. -1 Also T :T(X) -+X and X is assumed to be PA so 
. ..--........... ,--....__ 
there is an extension T - 1 :£00 (Bx*·) -+ X with II T-1 11 .$ A II T-Ill = A. The 
r-......-
operator T T -l then is the desired projection. To see this ·we observe 
r--...-- .,. . .._. 
< IITj I I IT-1 11 S IITij·A=A, and for yt:T(X) T T-l(y) = 
-1 T T (y) = y. 
Now suppose we have the P 1 spaceY, the isometry T:X ~ Y and the 
projection P:Y~(X) with J!PIJ::: A. Let E and F be Banach spaces, ECF 
and AEB(E,X). Notice that T A E B(E,Y) and since Y is P1 there exists 
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,..,_, ,-.,J - - l ;"V 
TA E: B(F,Y) which extends TA with I !TAll=! ITA! I· Put A=T PTA. Then 
II A II = II T - 1 p TA II :s II T - 1 11 I I p I I II TA II s II T - 1 11 II p I I II TA I I s 
A! !AI! 1 since !IT II = IIT-1 11 = 1 and I!Pij S A. For eE:E we have 
- -1 ~ -1 -1 Ae = (T P TA)e=T P(TAe) = T T(Ae)=Ae. Thus A is an extension of A. 
Q.E.D. 
With these le~~as in hand we can now establish some useful charac-
terizations of injective spaces. 
Theorem 19: Each of the following statements concerning a Banach 
space X implies all of the others. 
l. For each TE:B(F,X) and all E:;)F there exists a TE:B(E,X) such 
2. For every Banach space E ::>X there exists a projection P of E 
onto X. 
3. For every Banach space E :::>X and all TEB (X, F) there exists a 
Tc:B(E 1 F) such that Tlx='r. 
1'. Same as 1 except T can be chosen so that liT II < A liT! l (i.e. 1 
X is P A) • 
2'. Same as 2 except p can be chosen so that liP II s A. 
3 I • Same as 3 except T can be chosen so that I IT II < A II T II-
-
Proof: We will show that: l ~ 2 ~ 3 -+ 2 ~ l, l' -+-+ 2', 2' -+-+ 3 I I 
and 2 -+-+ l I • We start with l ~ 2: Let E ::>X and let I be the identity 
operator on X. Then by l, I extends to I EB(E,X). Put P I. 
2 ~ 3: Let E:>X and T E: B(X,F). We have a projection P of E onto 
X by 2, so put T = TP. 
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3 -+ 2: Let E ~X. .Then the identi t.y operator I on X extends by 3 to 
I E B(E,X), so put P = I. 
2 -+ 1: Let E:::. F and T s B (F ,X). Let i be ·the natural injection of 
X into!<, (B *). Then iT c B(F,Q. (B *)) and Q, (B *) is P by Lemma 16 so 
ooX ooX ooX l 
l'oJ 
there exists iTs B(E, Q, (B *)) which extends iT. Also by 2 there is a 
co X 
- rv projection P of !<, (B *) onto X. Put T = P iT. 
oo X 
1 1 -+ 2 1 : Using the P defined in 1 + 2 we have P = I and thus 
II p II = II i I I :s A I I I II = A by 1 I • 
2 1 + 1 1 : Using the operators in 2 + l and Lemma 17 we may assume 
that l!iTII = lliTII· And by 2 1 IIPII :SA so IITII = IIP(lT) II :;: Ail 
iTII :s AIITII-
2 1 + 3 1 : From 2 + 3 above we have T = TP, and by 2 1 II P II :S A, 
so I I T I I :s A I I T I I . 
3 1 + 2 1 : Since P = I we have by 3' that II P II = II I II ~ A II I II=). • 
It remains to prove that 2 ++ 1 1 • Obviously 1 1 + 2 1 + 2. So we 
show that 2 + 1': Let E.:>F and Ts B(F,X). 
is a projection P of Q.00 (Bx*) onto X. Put A 
P1 there is a T1 :E + Q, (B *) such that T I oo X 1 F 
Since xc !<, (B *), by 2 there 
oo X 
Since Q, (B *) is 
oo X 
T and I I T 1 I I = II T I I • 
Put T = P T 1 • Then II T II :S II P II II T 1 II = A II T II and T I F = T. Q. E. D. 
Weak Completeness 
A sequence. {x } in some Banach space X is said to be weakly-Cauchy 
n 
if for each x*sx* the sequence {x* (x ) } is a Cauchy sequence. 
n 
If this 
is the case. {x*(x ) } converges and thus we are led to the natural ques-
n 
tion: What is the function f defined by f(x*) = lim x*(x ) ? It is 
n n 
easy to verify that ft:x** which leads to the question: For which Banach 
spaces X is this f an element of J(X), where J is the canonical imbedding 
of X into x**? Such a space is called weakly sequentially complete. 
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Reflexive spaces obviously have this property. We will construct some 
non-reflexive examples in following chapters. The verification of 
these facts will depend on a familiarity with some other well known 
spaces which are weakly sequentially complete. Therefore this section 
is devoted to enumerating these examples, and thus we need the following 
formal definition. 
Definition 20: A Banach space X is said to be weakly sequentially 
complete (w.s.c. for short) if each wewc Cauchy sequence {x }CX con-
n 
verges weillcly to come xEX. 
Remark: Another class of spaces which is easily seen to be w.s.c. 
is the class of Schur spaces. To prove this we use the following char-
acterization of Cauchy (respectively weak Cauchy) sequences: {x } is 
n 
Cauchy (respectively weak Cauchy) if and only if lim(x -x )=0 (re-
j nj nj-l 
spectively w-lim(x -x )=0) for every subsequence {x } of {x }. The 
j nj nj-l nj n 
verification is left as an exercise. So if {x } is a weak Cauchy se-
n 
quence in a Schur space X then w-lim(x -x )=0 for every subsequence 
J. n. n. 1 J J-
{x } of {x } • 
n. n 
J 
But since X is a Schur space this means lim(x -x ):::0 
j nj nj-l 
for every subsequence ~ } of {x }, or equivalently {x } is Cauchy and 
n. n n 
J 
must converge to some XEX. 
Theorem 21: L1 (0,, E ,1-\.) is weakly sequentially complete. 
Proof: We may assume without loss of generality that the measure 
space (Q,L:,)J) is cr-finite. •ro see this let {fn}CL1 W,I,]J). Since each 
fn is integrable )J {wE Ql jfn(w) ~~~}is finite for each nand k. Thus 
the set E = {wEQjf (tu)>O, for some n} is cr-finite and f (w)=O for all n 
n n 
and w E Q\E. So if L: (E) = {A E: I jACE} then {fn} CLl (E,l: (E) ,)J) and 
this space is isometric to the subspace of L1 (Q,I,)J) consisting of all 
functions which vanish outside E. 
We therefore assume that (Q,I,~) is a-finite. Let {f } be a weak 
n 
Cauchy sequence in L1 (~). Since L* 1 
Cauchy and hence must converge for each Esi. We now appeal to the 
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Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem (c.f. p.l58 of [5]) to conclude that lim f f d]J 
n E n 
defines a ~-continuous measure on I, and we write v(E) =lim f f d~. 
n E n 
Since we are assuming that (0-,I,~) is a-finite we may apply the Radon-
Nikod:Ym theorem to obtain an f E L1 (~) such that v(E) = J f d~ for each E 
Ee:·I. This f turns out to be the weak limit of the sequence {f }. 
n 
We 
check this by first letting ¢ be a simple function with canonical repre-
sentation ¢ 
k 
= . L:l l= a.X .1. E. 
lk 
Then f ¢f d]J 
n 
k 
. E a. J f 
J.==l .1. E. n 
k 
d]J + 2: a V (E. ) 
i=l i l 
k 
= .I1 a. JE f d~ J..= l . 
l 
= f .L: 1 a. J..= l X f d~ E. 
l 
l 
!¢fd]J. Since the simple 
tions are dense in L00 (]J) and {fn} is bounded in L1 (]J) we have 
func-
lim f gf dp = f gf d]J for each qsL (]J) . Thus w-lim f 
n n · co n n 
f. Q.E.D. 
* Corollary 22: If K is a compact Hausdorff space then C(K) is 
weakly sequentially complete. 
* Proof: Let {]J } be a weak Cauchy sequence in C(K) . It is a con-
n 
sequence of the uniform boundedness principle that {~ } is bounded and 
n 
thus ]J = E 2-nlv I defines a measure on K, and ]J << ~ for each n. Let 
n n n 
B be the a-algebra of Borel sets inK and define T: L1 (K,B,]J) + C(K)* 
by (Tf) (E) = JE f d]J· Then T is an isometry and T(d~ /d]J) = ~ 
n n 
{d]J /d~ is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of ]J with respect to ]J). Thus 
n n 
{ll }cT(L (K,B,]J)) which is w.s.c. by Theorem 16 and the fact that weak 
n 1 
completeness is preserved by an isometry. Q.E.D. 
This corollary has an important corollary of i·ts own. 
Corollary 23: If a Banach space X is injective then x* is w.s.c. 
In particular if x** is injective then X*** (and hence X*) is w.s.c. 
Proof: Since X is injective it is complemented in a C(K) space. 
(Choose K = Bx* with its weak* topology.) Thus there is a projection 
P:C(K)->- X. It is easy to check that P*:x*·+C(K)* is an isomorphism. 
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* * * Therefore P (X ) and hence X must be w.s.c. since weak sequential com-
pleteness is inherited by closed subspaces. Q.E.D. 
These corollaries will be used to verify the weak sequent.ial com-
p~eteness of the examples that follow. 
The Class 9., (r) 
00 
If f is a discrete topological space we may think of 9., (f) as a 
00 
C(K) space by making the appropriate choice of K. To see this we start 
. * . by identifying the set f with its image h(f) ln 9., (f) , under the map 
00 
* . h:f ->- 9., (f) deflned by h(t) = ~ where ~t is the evaluation functional 
00 t 
f (t) . :--:-=:-:-W * Obviously h (f) c B9., (f)* and thus h (f) is weak*compact. 
(X) 
-- w* -- w* We denote h(f) by Sf because h(f) is in fact the classical Stone-
Cech compactification of f. From the definition of Sf, any f ~ 9., (f) 
00 
extends uniquely to a continuous function f on sf with 1 If! 1 
00 
Conversely if g~C(Bf), glf ~ £00 (f). So this set is the appropriate 
choice for K and these remarks provide a sketch of the proof of: 
Theorem 24: If f is a discrete topological space then there is a 
compact Hausdorff space K such that £00 (f) is isometric to C(K). 
For f discrete, the topological space Sf is extremally disconnected, 
i.e., the closure of each open subset of Sf is open. For the sake of 
reference we state this fact as a ·theorem. 
Theorem 25: If f is a discrete topological space then Sf (defined 
above) is extremal.ly disconnected. 
26 
Proof: Let Uc(3f be an open set. PutS= uf"\r. Then X8 s £00 (f) 
extends uniquely to some fsC(Sf). By definition f is dense in Sf and U 
is assmned to be open so s is dense in U. It follows then that f(t) = 1 
for each tsU. We also have that sr"\u is open so ((3f\U) "' r is dense in 
(3f"\u. But f(t) = 0 for all ts (Sr\u)()r since f is an extension of X5 
-Consequently, f(t) = o for all ts(3r\u. Therefore f X- and thus U must u 
be open since f is continuous. Q.E.D. 
* Another important property of Q, (r) is that weak and weak sequen-
ce 
tial convergence coincide in£ (f)*. 
w 
Definition 26: A Banach space X is called a Grothendieck space if 
for each sequence {x*}cx* such that w*-lim x* = 0 then w-lim x* = 0. 
n n n n n 
The proof that Q, (r) is a Grothendieck space will require some work. 
00 
We start with the following notational conventions which will be used 
in the remainder of this section. For~ s Q, (f)* and ECf we will write 
00 
~(E) instead of </>(X). We also put I <PI (E) = sup{j¢(f) j :fd (f), E oo 
11£11 .$1, support fCE}, or for each ECf put </>E(f) = ~(fXE) then 
1~1 (E) = I I <PEl 1. All of the properties of these functionals used in the 
following are easily derived from these definitions. As an example let 
A,BCf, AnB = Y'). Then ~~~ (l-.UB) = ~~~(A) + ~~~(B)· 
Lemma 27: Let {fn}C:£1 (f) be such that l~m fn(s)=O for every ssr. 
Then for every s > 0 there exist.s a sequence· {crk} of disjoint finite sub-
sets of r, and a subsequence {f } of {f} such that I jf (s)j 
nk n sEGk ~ 
Proof: Let £ 
---
> 0 be given and put n1=1. Since f is countably 
nl 
supported there is a finite set (Jl such that I If (s) I > II£ II - s. ssa1 n1 nl 
cr1 is finite so we may choose n 2 large enough to insure that 
< E whenever k > 
< c 
Since II f II = . Er If (s) I :::: 
n2 SE n 2 
+ Ir\ If (s) I we have 
SE Gl n 2 
II£ II- E < II\ I£ (s)l and so we may chose a finite set 02c-r\01 n2 sc 0 1 n2 
such that I I f (s) I > r If II - E. 
sc02 n 2 n 2 
27 
As before we may choose n 3 large enough to insure that I u jfk(s) I sco1 o2 
< c whenever k 2: n 3 . Then there is a finite set o3 cr\o1 uo 2 such that 
I jf (s) I > I It I I - c. Proceed inductively in this manner to select 
sco3 n 3 · n 3 
the sequence' {crk} and the sequence {f } for which I If (s) I > 
nk scok ~ 
II£ II- c. Q.E.D. 
~ 
The next lemma is sometimes called Rosenthal's lemma (c.f. [ 3]). 
It was originally proved by H. P. Rosenthal but the shorter proof here 
is due to Kupka. 
Lemma 28: Let {¢ } be a uniformly bounded sequence 
n 
* in l (f) , and 
co 
{E } a sequence of disjoint subsets of r. Then for every c > 0 there 
n 
is a subsequence {E } of {E } such that I <P I (. S. E ) < c. 
n. n n. lrJ n. 
J J l 
Proof: Assume without loss of generality that sup I <P I (f) :$. 1. 
n n 
Partition the positive integers N, into infinitely many disjoint infinite 
subsets {M } with UM = N. p p p 
If for some p there is no k c M for which p 2: E we 
obtain the desired subsequence by ordering M = {n < n < • • •} and then p l 2 
we have I¢ I (. S. E ) < c for all j. 
n. lrJ n. J 1. 
28 
On the other hand if for each p there is a k s M with p p 
00 
ltPk I (.~k ) I<Pk I (q~l lcpk I 00 2 s 1 then for each p Ek ) + ( u E ~ U Ek ) ~l n==l n n=l p J p 
But 
jsM p 
u 
'fk J p 
jsM p 
00 00 
E.c: U E\ U E 
J n=l n\n=l k 
n 
p q p 
s and thus for 
each p we have I cpk I (q~l Ek ) + s .:S 1 or I cjlk I (q~l Ek ) ~ 1 - s. 
p q p q 
n 
We now apply the same argument to the subsequences {cpk } and. {Ek } 
p p 
as we did to· {¢ } and {E } . If the process does not stop we obtain a 
n n 
new subsequence' {En.} of {En} for which I<Pn.l (j~l En.) .$1- 2s. It is 
J J J . 
th 
apparent then·that this iterative process must terminate before the n--
application where n is the smallest positive integer for which 
1 - n s < 0. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 29: If {¢ }CQ, (f)* is such that w*-lim cp ==0 1 then 
n oo n n 
lim L: r· I cp {s}) 1 =o. 
n ss n 
Proof: If lim L:rlcp ( {s }) lfo then there is an s > 0 and a subse-
n ss n 
quence (still called. {¢n}) for which shi<Pn({s}) I 2:: S 1 for all n. By 
Lemma 27 we can select a sequence of disjoint finite sets {ak} and a 
subsequence (still called¢) such that E I<Pk({s}) I > L:rl¢k({s}) I 
n scak se:: 
- c/3 for all k. We now apply Lemma 28 to obtain a subsequence. {ak.} of 
J 
'{ak} such that ltPk.l (i~j ak.) < c/3. 
J l 
We define x E: Q, (f) by 
00 
¢k ( {s}) 1 if s c ak .. for some j 
x(s) J J 
1 if s ¢ ua j kj 
and observe that I¢ (x) I 
. nk 
I I¢ ({s}) 1-J¢ (.Uko ) J > z::fl¢ ({s}) I - s/3- s/3 > s/3 for all 
SE:O nk ~ ];1 n. SE nk 
nk <: J 
k, which contradicts w*-lim ¢ =0. Q.E.D. 
n n 
Corollary 30: LetTs B(£ {f) ,X),X a Banach space, and x =T(o) 
00 s s 
29 
(where o (s 1 ) =0 if sis 1 and o (s) =1) • If {Z } is any weak *null sequence 
s s n 
in X* then lim z::flz x I=O. 
n SE n s 
* Proof: Since the adjoint operator T is weak*continuous we know 
that' {T*Z. } is also \'leak*null. Thus by Theorem 29 the proof will be 
n 
complete if we can verify that the sth coordinate of J*T* Z is Z (x ) , 
n n s 
where J is the canonical imbedding of c (f) into £ (f). To see this we 
0 00 
just apply J*T* z to o . J*T* z (o ) 
n s n s 
T*Z (J (o ) 
n s 
z T(o > = z c ). 
n s n xs 
Q.E.D. . 
With this corollary in hand we are finally ready to prove: 
Theorem 31: If f is discrete then £ (f) is a Grothendieck space. 
00 
Proof: Let {Z.} be a weak*null sequence in£ (f)*. By Theorem 19 
1. 00 
we may replace the sequence {Z.} with the corresponding sequence of 
1. 
measures {~.} on Sf. (See the remarks preceding Theorem 24.) Put 
1. 
-i, o1J = 2:2 ~ ,j. 
1. 
Then ~. << ~ for each i so there exists a sequence {f.} 
l 1. 
c L1 (~) such that ~i (E) 
Suppose the sequence {z.} is not weakly compact. If we can show 
l 
that there is a 
sets {v } in Sf 
n 
subsequence {~. } 
l. 
J 
for which p. (V.) 
lj J 
duce a contradiction as follows. 
and a sequence of disjoint open-closed 
2 E > 0 for some E > 0, then we pro-
30 
Observe that for each {a } s £ we can define a function f on r by 
n oo 
a if xs V 
n n 
f(x) ~ { Since f is bounded we have that f extends uni-
o if xsf\u v 
n n 
-quely to a continuous function f on sr. Since each V is open, f ('; V 
n n 
is dense in V and thus f(x) 
n 
a for all XsV . Also rnint(f\U V ) is 
n n n n 
dense in int(f\u v ) and so f(x)=O for all xs int(r\u v ) 
n n n n 
r\uv. Thus 
n n 
we may define an operator T:£ + C(Sf) by setting T{a } = f, where f is 
oo n 
defined as above. Notice that T(e ) 
n 
(Where e = ( 0, 0, ... , 0, 1 , 0, ... ) 
n 
h 1 . . h th . . ) t e occurr1ng 1n t e n pos1t1on. We are therefore set up to apply 
Corollary 30 and conclude that lim L:(p V.)=O. Which contradicts 
n j n J 
]J. (V. ) ;;:: s for each j . 
l' J 
J 
We thus assume that {z.} is not relatively weakly compact. There-
l 
fore {f.} is not relatively weakly compact, so there is an s > 0, a 
l 
sequence {E.} such that ]J (E.) + 0 and a subsequence f. such that 
J J l. 
J 
IJE f. dpl > 8 s for each j. If that is the case then there is a sub-l. 
J J + 
sequence (still called f. ) on which either J E. fi .d]J 2:: 4€: for each j or l. 
J J J 
J f. d]J ~ 4s for each j and we assume the former. 
E. 1. 
J J 
Since Sf is extremally disconnected (see Theorem 25) , we may choose 
open-closed sets U .:J E. such that I JJ. I (U \E.) < 2s, and thus 11. (U.) 2: 
J J lj J J lj J 
2s, for each j. Since U. i.s open and closed we have X s C (Sf) and thus 
J u. 
J 
lim ]J. (Uk) = 0 for each k. Put v1 j lj 
u 1 . Choose N2 large enough to 
insure that ]J i.. (V 1 ) < s when j :2:. N2 and put V 2 
J 
s since 11. (UN ) > 
lN 2 
2 
2s and 11. 
l 
N2 
Now u1 V u N2 
is an open-closed set so lim 1-li. (u1 U UN) = 0 so there is an N3 > N2 j J . 2 
31 
such that 11. (u1 U UN ) < s whenever j ~ N3 
lj 2 
So put v3 = U \ (U \J UN ) N3 1 2 
and we get 11. (v3 ) > s as before. This process inductively determines 
lN 
3 
the sequence of pair-wise disjoint open-closed sets {V.} and the subse-
J 
quence {]1. } for which 1-liN. (V.) ~ s as prescribed. Q.E.D. 
lN. J J 
J 
An important property of Grothendieck spaces is given by the follow-
ing lemma. 
Lemma 32: If X is Grothendieck and Y is separable then each T s B(X,Y) 
is weakly compact. 
( then T * c ( * * ) Proof: If T E: B X,Y) ~ B Y ,X . Since Y is separable By* 
is weak*scquentially compact. But as an adjoint operator we know T* is 
weak* continuous and thus T*(B *) is weak* sequentially compact. y 
However, X is assumed to be Grothendieck so weak*sequential compactnes~ 
is equivalent to weak sequential compactness in x*. Thus T*(By*) is 
weakly sequentially compact and so T* is weakly compact by the Eberlein-
Smulian theorem. Therefore T is weakly compact. Q.E.D. 
Actually the property of Lemma 32 is only one of several which are 
equivalent to the Grothendieck property as we have defined it. We refer 
the reader to page 179 of [ 3] for others. Lemma 27 provides us with an 
easy proof of: 
Theorem 33: If X is a Banach space such that x** is injective, 
then X does not enilied in any separable dual space. 
32 
Proof: Suppose T:X -+ y* is an isomorphism of X into some separa-
* ** ** *"* ble dual space Y . Consider the second adjoint T :X -+ Y · . By 
h . f . 1 mb d ** . n (f) c oos1ng appropr1ate y we may e e X 1n "'oo • Since x** is in-
jective we have a projection P:£ (f) -+ x** 
co 
Any dual space is comple-
mented in its second adjoint by the projection Q:Y***-+ J(Y*) defined 
by Q(y***) (y) = y***(Jy), where J is the canonical isometry of y* into 
y***. ** * ** We conclude that QT P E B(Q, (f), Y ) so by Lemma 32 QT P is 
co 
weakly compact. It is an easy exercise to check that this implies that 
T** . kl d h . kl 
. lS wea y compact an ence T J.S wea y compact. This is of course 
impossible since T is assumed to be an isomorphism. Q.E.D. 
The following diagram should make the above proof easier to 
follow. 
X ~ y* 
** 
rQ 
9, (f) p 3>- x* * T *** ~ y 
00 
We conclude here our discussion of the class Q, (f) and remark that 
00 
the next section deals with a class of spaces in which every space has 
an injective second adjoint and thus by Theorem 33 none of these spaces 
can be embedded in a separable dual space. 
Separable L Spaces 
co 
Definition 34: A Banach space X is a separable L space if there 
00 
is a number A and a sequence of finite dimensional 
d 
spaces {E } such that, 
n 
E c E for each 
n n+l n, d (E , Q, n) :S /, (where d n co n dim E ) for each n and n 
X = U E • 
n n 
33 
The class of L spaces (not necessarily separable) was introduced 
co 
by J. Lindenstrauss and A. Pelczynski in [ 11]. The reader might be 
familiar with the more common definition which says that X is L if there 
co 
is a number A such that for each finite dimensional subspace B of X 
there is a finite dimensional subspace E of X such that BCE and 
n d(E,£00 ) ~ A(n=dim E). In case X is separable these two definitions 
coincide. We will only consider separable L spaces in this paper. We 
00 
therefore choose Definition 34 as it is better suited to the construe-
tion of such a space. 
A property of L spaces which will be used extensively in the 
00 
examples that follow is that x** is injective whenever X is a L space. 
00 
We will prove .this for the separable case. For the proof of the general 
case see section 7 of [ 11]. 
Lemma 35: If X is a separable L space and Z is any Banach space 
co 
containing X then there exists TE:B(z,x**) such that Tx=x for each 
(Where A is the constant mentioned in Definition 
34.) 
d d 
Proof: Let X u E . Since d(E , £ n) < A for each nand £ n is a nn n oo oo 
p 1 space for each n by Lemma 17, it follows easily that each En is a PA 
space. By Theorem 19 we have a projection P of X onto E with n n 
II P n II < A for each n. Thus we may write X= UP (X). n n Since each 
Pn E: B(X), Z.;;>X, and Pn (X) is PA we have from Theorem 19 that there 
exists PnE:B(Z,X) with I IPnl I 2 AI IPnj I = A2 for each n. Consider the 
-p z. 
n 
2 
Since A (Bx**) is 
weak*compact the Tychonoff theorem implies that there is a subnet 
2 {¢ } which converges pointwise to a function ¢:Bz -'>- A (Bx**). Now 
ny 
34 
define T E B(z,x**> by Tz = ¢(z) if z E Bz and Tz = JjzjJ·<jJ(IIzzll) if 
Since T(B )c::A2 (B **)we have !!Til ::;: A2 and for x E UP X, z X n n 
x E Pn (X) for some n0 • Thus Pkx = x for all k > n0 and so Pkx=x for 
0 
all k > n 
0 Consequently Tx == Jl x II <P (-II~ II ) 
~ X 
= II x II l~m P nj ( II x II ) = 
~ lim P x=x. 
'( ny 
Since U P (X) is dense in X we conclude Tx = x for all 
n n 
x E X. T then is the desired operator. Q.E.D. 
We are now able to prove that the second dual of a separable L 
co 
space is injective. In the proof of this theorem we will use the 
following facts: 
l. * If E is a closed subspace of a Banach space X then E is iso-
* l metric to (X /E ) , and 
1 
2. (X/E)* is isometric toE . 
_l J. 
In this situation we will write E* = (X*/E ) and (X/E)*= E . 
.H 
These two facts immediately imply that X** = X We may also simplify 
the argument some by first observing that if Q is a projection on a 
Banach space X then Q* is a projection on X* with range [ Q -l (0) ] 1 , 
which we leave as an exercise. The fact that~ (f)** is injective was 
00 
mentioned in the preface and we will also use t.his deep result. 
Theorem 36: If X is a separable L space then X** is injective. 
co 
Proof: Let Q be the projection on X*** which restricts every ele-
ment of X*** to X. -1 1 It follows then that Q (0) = X and thus Q* is a 
ll 
projection on X**** with range X 
Now choose f such that t (f) .:J X**. By Lerruna 35 there is a rounded 
0) 
operator T:£ (f)+ X** such that Tj =I Then T**:Q, (f)**+ x***. 
oo X X co 
35 
**I It follows that T ** = I **" X X 
h * ** . . t' Q* ** T en Q T 2s a proJec lon T : 
ll 
9., (f)** + X . Using the isometric identifications **** = X and 
co 
** .ii ** ** ** . X = X we get a projection P:9., (f) +X . This means X lS 
00 
** 
complemented in 9., (f) which is injective. It is an easy exercise using 
co 
Theorem 19 to see that any complemented subspace of an injective space 
** is injective an.d thus X is injective. 
CHAPTER III 
THE CLASS X(a,b) 
In this chapter we will construct a class of separable L spaces 
00 
which have R.N.P. The spaces are determined by two parameters a and b 
and thus a space in this class will be referred to as an X(a,b) space. 
The construction is done in such a manner that any X(a,b) space is a 
subspace of Q, • 
00 
Let A > 1. Choose numbers a and b such that: 
1) o < b < a ~ 1, 
2) a + 2bA ~ A, and 
3) a + b > l. 
The shaded area below indicates the possible choices of a and b 
(Figure 1). 
(A+a A-a 2A , n:-) 
A-1 (1, 2~-) 
l A 
Figure l. The Choices of a and b 
36 
37 
We will construct a sequence of positive integers {d } inductively. 
n 
For each such positive integer d , B will be the subspace of ~ defined 
n n ro 
ro 
by B = {{x.}. 1 :x. = 0 if j > d }, and TI will denote the natural pro-n J J= J n n 
jection TI :~ + B . We now begin an inductive description of the sequence 
n oo n 
{d } along wit.h injective maps T :B + B that will be defined for 
n m,n m n 
every pair of positive integers m<n so that they satisfy: 
(i) 11 T 
m m,n 
IB (the identity map on Bm) for m<n and 
m 
(ii) T T = T for k < m < n. 
m,n k,m k,n 
If x = {x.} E: B then the only non-zero coordinates of x occur in 
J n 
the first d positions. The maps T k will leave these coordinates fixed 
n n, 
and "add on" d -d new ones in the positions d 1 ,d 2 , ... ,dk. For any k n · n+ n+ 
x c ~ ,11 x simply replaces all of the coordinates of x in the positions 
oo n 
with zeros. Defining the spaces B and the maps T in 
n n,k 
this manner makes (i) and (ii) obvious. 
We start by putting d1=1, d2=2, and T1 , 2 the natural inclusion'map. 
i Suppose {d.}. 1 and T form< n ~~have been defined and satisfy (i) J J= m,n 
and (ii). We will define di+l and T~,i+l. First define the set of 
5-tuples r~ = {Y = (i,j,k,s,c'): t.,E:'=±l;l:Sk<~;l<:,i<S. dk; and 1 :s, j ;:;.d~}. 
be' (x-Tk,i 11kx)j. Now put di+l = dQ, +the number of elements in f9,. 
The reader might wish to check that d£+l d" (4 .E 0 d. + 1). We order 
X, l<x, l 
and define T :B +B · 
9"1 ~-~- l 9.. ~+ 1 
k < ~ put Tk,£+l T T ~.~+l k,.Q, Properties (i) and (ii) are now valid by 
38 
the very definition of the spaces B and the maps T 
n m,n 
Lemma 37: The maps T and spaces B in the construction above 
m,n n 
satisfy: 
d 
(1) d (B ,9- n) 
n co 
1, 
(2) For each x E: B and all m<n 1 II T 1 x II :?: a II 11 x II + n n 1 n+ m 
in fact II T 1x II = max {II x II, a II ·rr x II + n 1 n+ m<n m 
b II x-T n x I I }, 
m1 n m 
(3) IJTm,nll :SA form< n. 
Proof: (1) is obvious. To see (2) notice that if Y = (m,i,j,E:,E:') 
then lfy(x) I = jaE:(TI x). +bE:' (x- T 
m l m1 n 
n x) , j 
m J 
< a I (n x) . I + b I (x -
m l 
T n x) . I :; a ll1r x II + b II x - T n x II • 
m,n m J m m,n m But II T 1 x II = max n,n+ 
{ I x j, I x I, ... , I xd I~ I fd 1 (x) I~ · · · , J fd (x) I }, thus II T 1x II ::; max 1 2 + +l n 1 n+ m<n n n n 
{ II x II , a II n x II + b II x-T n x II } . By the way the norm on 9-co is defined 
m m,n m 
we may choose E:1 E:', i, and j so that I In xl I = E: (n x). and I Jx -
m m l 
T 1r x II = E:' (x-T n x) .. For these particular choices of E:, E:' 1 i 1 and 
m,n m m,n m J 
j we get that y = (i,jlmiE:IE:') E: r and thus liT 1 xll ::: lfy(x) I = 
n n 1 n+ 
a II n x II +b II x - T n x II· Since 'l' 1 just "adds coordinates onto x" m m,n m n,n+ 
as described above we also have I ITn,n+l xl I > I !xi I· Therefore 
I!Tn,n+l xll 2: max { II x II , a II n x II + b II x-T n x II } , which verifies m<n m m,n m 
equation (2). 
We get (3) inductively. I IT1 , 2 1 I = 1 s A. So let 9, ~ 2 be given 
and suppose that form<£ we have j jTm 9,1 I 2 A. It follows from the 
I 
construction that if m < 9-+1 then T 
m,9-+l T T 9-,9-+1 m 1 9- Thus 
39 
II T n X II = II T n n 1T n X J I = max { I I T n X J J, a Jj7Tk T n X II + b J I T n X -m1 .x..+l .x..,.x..+ m1 .x.. k<£ m1 .x.. m1 .x.. m,x, 
Tk n 7T T 0 XI j} by Equation (2) above. Our inductive hypothesis gives 
1 .x.. k m, .x.. 
us IJTm,£xll:::; AllxJI and therefore we need only investigate the quantity 
(*)aj 17Tk T 0 Xj j+bj IT 0 X- T 0 7T T 0 Xj I fork < ~. We consider two m,.x.. m 1 ;v k 1 .x.. k m,;v 
cases. First if k :S m notice that 'frkT n x = 7T x so that in this case 
m,"' k 
(*) becomes ajjTikxll+bjjT 0 X- T 0 7TkxiJ :S aJJxJI+b( JIT oxll + m1 ;v k,x, m,;v 
(a+2b/..) llxJI < Allxll. 
Secondly if k > m then 7T T x k m,£ 7T T T kx k k,£ m, I T X Bk m,k 
T x and 
m,k 
thus T 7Tk T 0 X k 1 .Q, m, x, T 0 X1 all of which follows from the m,"' 
construction of these maps. We use this to rewrite (*) as a! jT xj I 
m,k 
verifies (3) and thus completes the proof of Lemma 37. 
Now fix n. For every k>n we have an injection T k:B +Bk. The 
n, n 
operators T simply "add on new coordinates" to each element in B as 
n,k n 
00 
defined above. Thus if we choose any j and consider {(T x) .} 
n,k J k=n+l 
this sequence is constant for dk 2 j and bounded by A II x Jl 1 so w*lim 
k+oo 
T kx exists as an element of !!, • We define an operator T :B +£ by 
n 1 oo n n oo 
T X 
n 
w*-lim T kx and put E 
k+oo n, n 
T (B ) . We get the following: 
n n 
Theorem 38: The operators and spaces defined above satisfy the 
following properties. 
{1) T 
n 
Tk. T for all k>n, 
n,k 
(2) E c E for all n, 
n n+l 
(4) 
(5) 
d 
d(E ,£ n) ~ A for all n, 
n co 
For x t: E , 
n llxll = max m<n 
{ II Tr x II , a ll1r x II +b II x-•r Tr x II }. 
n m m m 
Proof: (l) T T x - w*-lim T . T X k n,k j--t«> k,J n,k w*-lim T .x = j-)-<XJ n, J T x. n 
(2) E 
n 
IITn,k II 
II 'I' II 
n 
~ 
obviously 
Fix XEE . 
n 
T (B) = T T 1 (B )CT 1 (B l) n n n+l n,n+ n n+ n+ 
< A for all k and T X w*-liill T X 
n k-)-<XJ n,k 
d 
E 1. n+ 
for all x, 
(3) Since 
we get 
d 
A. (4) d(E ,JL n) = d(E ,B ) since B is isometric to £ n 
n co n n n 00 
Tf T = I so we get d(E ,B ) < IITf II·IIT II ::: l• A=A. n n B n n n n 
n 
Now observe that if k>n we have 
40 
and 
(5) 
(i) nkx = T Tr x, because for xc:E there exists a ysB such that 
n,k n n n 
T y = x. Thus_ Tfkx = Tf T y = Tf T T y 
n k n k k n,k T y = T Tf T y = T kTf . n,k n,k n n n, n 
Also notice that 
T 
n,k 
(ii) X w*-lim T Tf X for XEE . k n,k n n 
For if x = T y then T Tf X 
n n,k n T kTf T y n, n n 
Tf X w*-liill T y = T y X. 
n k n,k n 
(iii) If k 2 n we have Tfk+lx Tk,k+l'ITkX. 
For k=n just apply (i) above. If k>n then 
Tk k+l Tn )r Tfnx = Tk, k+l TfkX · 
I f " 
Now apply Lemma 37 part (2) to (iii) to get 
(iv) 
T ky, then W*-lim 
n, ' k 
Tfk+l X T Tf X n,k+l n 
But if n ::;; ill ;;. k then xs E so by (i) T Tr x - n x and thus 
m m,k m - k ' 
a II Tf x II +b II ·rr x - T Tr x II = a II Tr x II + b · 0 ~ II Trmx II ~ II 'ITkx II and 
m k m,k m ill 
therefore it suffices to take the maximum· in (iv) over m's such that 
m < n, i.e. 
(v) JJnk+lxll =max { Jlnkxjj ,ajjnmxjj+bjjnkx- Tm,knmxiJ }. 
m<n 
We now proceed inductively to show that in fact 
all k > n. 
= max 
m<n 
{lin xjj ,aJJn xjj+bJinkx- T kn xjj }, for 
n m m, m 
If k = n we get (vi) directly from (v), so suppose that for some 
£ ~ n we have JJn "+lx II = max { JJ7r x II , a JJn x JJ +b IJ TIn x - T n n x JJ } · 
x- n m ;v m, x- m 
m<n 
From (v) we know that 
max {max { j I n x I I , a I Jn x I I +b I I 'rT £ x - T £ 1r x I I } , a I In x I I + 
m<n m<n n m m, m m 
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bl Jn£+lx- Tm,£+lnmxj j} inductively. Thus J ln£+2xj I = 
max{ljnnxjj,aJinmxJJ+bJ]n£x- Tm,£nmxJJ,aJinmxJj+bjjn£+lx- Tm,£+lnmxjj}. 
m<n 
But for each m<n, aiJnmxJJ+biJnQ,x- Tm,£nmxjj_::_aJI7TmXjj+ 
bj j1T£+lx- Tm,£+l1Tmxl I, since T£,£+l (1T£X- Tm,£nmx) = T£,£+l1T£X-
T£,£+lTm,£1Tmx = n£+lx- Tm,£+lx. But by the very definition of T£,£+l 
we know that for each zcB£ liz II _::_ JIT£,£+lzll, so that JI1TQ,x- Tm,£1Tmxll 
~ 111T£+lx- Tm,£+lxiJ. Thus aii1Tmxll+bjjTI£x- Tm,£"mxiJ_::_aJI1TmxJJ+ 
bji1T£+lx- Tm,£+l"mxll· Therefore ll1r£+2xll = 
max 
m<n 
Since w*-lim 7f x = x we may conclude that limllunxll .?_ !lxl!. 
11 
n n 
But { 111T x II} is increasing and JJ"nx II ~ II x II for each n. Therefore we 
n 
get lim 1l1r x JJ = II x II· A similar argument shows that 
n 
n 
lim II" x - T 7f x II = II x "'" T 7f x II . So if we let 
n n m,n rn m m 
k ~ oo in line (vi) above we get J !xi J = max 
m<n 
{IITI xll,aiJTI x!l+ 
n m 
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b II x - T 'IT x II } for every XE: E , which concludes the proof of Theorem 
m m n 
38. 
00 
Now put x(a,b) u1E . n= n Notice that since 'IT T n n IB we have that 
n 
T 'IT is a projection of £ onto E . For notational convenience we put 
n n oo n 
T 'IT 
n n 
p • 
n 
The reader should take note here that P np m = P (m,-.m) · We get 
the following corollary which is an explicit statement of the afore-
mentioned norm property on X(a,b) and is of great importance in the rather 
surprising properties of the space. 
Corollary 39: For each XE:X(a,b) we have llxll ;:::: aii'IT xll + 
n 
b II x - p x II, for all n. 
n 
Proof: If XE: Ek and n::k we get llxll ;:::: aiiTf xi! + bllx- P xll 
n n 
directly from Equation (5) of Theorem 37. If n>k then XE: E since in 
n 
this case E c::E . Therefore P x k n n x and a II 'IT xI I + b II x - P x II = n n 
al !'IT xi I ~I lxl 1- This verifies the inequality for XE: U E. A simple 
n n n 
limit argument then concludes the proof for XE: U E 
n n 
X(a,b). 
Every X(a,b) space is by the construction a separable L space. 
00 
The inequality of Corollary 39 is the key element used in establishing 
some rather remarkable properties of these spaces. The first of these 
properties is stated in the following: 
Theorem 42: An X(a,b) space has the Radon-NikodYm property. 
(The following argument is due to J. J. Uhl). 
Proof: Let (~,r,~) be a finite measure space and let F be a ~ 
continuous X(a,b) valued measure of bounded variation. We will show that 
F has a Radon-Nikodym derivative. 
By Corollary 39 above we get that I IF(E) I I ;:::: a II 'IT F (E) II + b II F (E) 
n 
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- P F(E) I I, for every E E I and all n. Thus if II is any partition of Q we 
n 
E:>O be given. Choose E1 , c 2>o such that t: 1+c2 <E, and partitions rr1 and 
II such that a I 'IT F I + b I F-P F I ~ a I II 'IT F E II + E + b I II F (E) -2 n n EEITl n 1 Et:IT 2 
PnF(E} I I + E2 . Then if II is a refinement of both rr1 and n2 we get 
aj'IT Fl + biF-P Fl ~a In ll1r F(E)II + b III I!F(E)- P F(E)jl + t:: 1 + t: 2 n n EE 1 n EE 2 n 
< a I 11 ii'IT F (E) II + b In II F (E} - P F (E) II + E ~ I II F (E) II + E ~ EE n EE n EEIT 
Hence IFJ > aj'IT Fl + biF- P Fl for all n. 
- n n 
Choose a partition 
IT such that E + In! IF(E} I I > IFI ~ aj'IT Fl + biF- P Fj ~a E I I 'IT F(E} I I EE n n EEIT n 
+ biF- P Fj. Then bjF-P Fl ::;.E + I 11 1jF(E)IJ- a I II'IT F(E)IJ. But n n EE EEl1 n 
II'IT F(E) II -+ IIF(E) II so that b lim IF-P Fl S E+(l-a) I IIF(E) II $ E + 
n n n EETI 
(1-a)IFI. Since E: was arbitrary we have lim I F-P F I :S (lb-a) IF 1. Because 
n n -
1-a 
a+b > 1 and a ~ 1, we have 0 ~ b < l. 1-a Chooser s(b),l). Then 
(*) lim IF-P Fj < riFJ. 
n n 
We will now proceed inductively to show that there exists a sub-
sequence {Pn.F};=l of the sequence {PnF} such that IPn.F-Fj -+ 0. By 
J J j 
(*) we may choose n1 such that IF-P Fl .$ rjFI. 
nl 
But F-P F is an X(a,b) 
nl 
valued, ~ continuous measure of bounded variation so we may use (*) to 
choose n2 > n1 such that IF-P F- P (F-P F) I 5 rjF-P Fj. Since 
nl 0 2 °1 nl 
Now apply (*) to F-P F and 
n2 
tinue inductively to select 
choose n 3 such that IF-Pn Fj :5. r 3 1Fj. Con-
«> 3 
a sequence {n.}. 1 of positive integers such J J"" 
lim rjJFi=o. 
j 
Since o < r < 1, we have l~mjF-P Fi s. 
J nj 
Thus the measures P F converge to F in total variation. 
n. 
J 
The range of each of the measures P F lies in a finite dimensional 
n. 
J 
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space and thus each has a Radon-Nikodyn derivative f .. 
J 
Since jF-P Fl-~ 
n. 
J. 
the sequence' {fj} is Cauchy in L1 (~,X(a,b)) and therefore must converge 
to some f s L1 (v,x(a,b)). This function f is the Radon-Nikod¥m deriva-
tive of F. Because F{E) =limP F(E) j n. 
J 
lim f f. d~ = f lim f. d~ = j E J E j J 
fE f dv, for all Eci. This completes the proof. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE CLASS X(l,b) 
In this chapter we will investigate the X(a,b) spaces with a=l, 
i.e. an X(l,b) space. Such a space has some very strange properties. 
The first of these was noted in the previous chapter. 
1) An X(l,b) space is a separable L space with R.N.P. 
00 
With the help of the following lemma we will show that, 
2) An X(l,b) space has the Schur property. 
Lemma 41: For every E>O and every k there exists an n such that 
Proof: As we have observed in the proof of Theorem 37 I In xi I ~ 
n n 
llxll for every XE ~ Ej. Since B is compact, this convergence is 
Ek 
uniform on BE • Thus given E>O, we may choose n such that 
k 
1111:!111 - linn (ll~ll) II < E for all XE Ek, or equivalently 
(1-E) IJxll <lin xll. 
n 
Theorem 42: An X(l,b) space has the i 1-skipped-blocking-property. 
Proof: First notice that if, {n.} is any subsequence of the posi-
J 
tive integers then U P (i ) j n. co 
J 
U E j n. 
J 
X (1 ,b) , st;tp II P II S I., and 
J nj 
p p 
n. n. 
l J 
P A • 
n. n. 
These facts guarantee that if we put G1 = P (i ) n oo 
1 l J 
E , and G. 
nl J 
(P -P ) (£ ) for j 
n. n. 1 oo J J-
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00 
> 2 then the sequence {G.}. 1 is a J J= 
finite dimensional decomposition for X(l,b), Choose a sequence {s.} 
J 
00 
such that l > £1 2: ... > £ 2: £ 2: > 0, €_, -+ 01 and .rr1 (1-s.) >O. - n n-1 '] J= J 
Then by Lemma 41 we may choose l = nl < < n. < n. 1 < ... J ]+ 
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such that for each j and x£ E we have 
n. 
!In xi! 2: (1-s.)l!xll- Use 
J n. l J ]+ 
this sequence {n.} to define an F.D.D. 
J 
00 {G.}. 1 as above. J J= 
. l k 
Now let y s [G. ]~-l and zs [G.] .. 1 , and use Corollary 38 to esti-l l= 1 l=J+ 
mate the norm of y+z as follows: 
(*) jjy+zll 2: 111T (y+z>ll+blj<y+z) 
n. 
J 
p ) (.Q, ) so z = P x - P x for some x £ ~ . 
n. "" 
J nk nj oo 
P (y+z) II· 
n. 
J 
Thus 1T z 
n. 
J 
But zs(P 
nk 
1T p X 
n. n. 
0 by the definition of these operators. Similarly P z = 0, 
n. 
J J J 
and since ys E we get P y=y. These facts make the inequality (*) re-
n. n. 
J J 
duce to lly+zll 2: 111T Yl! + bjjzjj. Since ys E we get 111T yjj 2: n. n. n. 
J J J 
<1-s. 1 >IIYII and so<**> ily+zll ~ (1-s. 1 >1!YII + bllzli-J- J-
Form a skipped blocking of the sequence {G.} by choosing a sequence 
l 
of non-negative integers {m } with m = 0, 
n o 
m +1 < m and put 
n n+l 
mn-1 
F = [ Gl. Jl.=m +1" 
n n-1 
We claim then that the sequence {F } determines 
n 
and .Q,l decomposition. For if {x }~~[F ]co 1 with x. £F. for all j we can n n n= J J 
estimate the norm of x1+x2+ ... +~ with the inequality (**) above as 
follows: lix1+ ... +~11 ?_: (1-s ) llx1+ ... +~_1 ll + bll~ll 2: ~-1 
(1-s ) (1-s ) llx + .•. +~ 2 11 + (1-t:: )bllx.. ll+bllx II 2: ~-1 ~-2 l - ~-1 k-1 k 
b(l-s ) (1-£ ) llx1+ ... +xk_ 2 ll+b(l-s ) (1-£ ) 11~_ 1 11 + ~-1 ~-2 ~-1 ~-2 
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b(l-~ ) (1-~ ) I 1~1 I· Continuing this process inductively by 
~-1 ~-2 
k 
stripping off one surnnand at a time yields I lx1+ ... +~1 I 2 b illl (1-~m.) 
l 
I I x 2 II + . . . + < I xk I I > . In the limit this becomes I I I n=l X II n 
CX) 
> b IT (1-~ ) I I lx I I· Thus the sequence {F} is in fact and £1 de n=l m n=l n n 
n 
composition. This completes the proof and statement 2) above follows 
from Theorem 12. 
Since an X(l,b) space has the Schur property we get: 
3) An X (1 ,b) contains no subspace isomorphic to any C (K) space 
from Theorem 13. 
Also as a consequence of 2) we have 
4) An X (1 ,b) space is weakly sequentially complete from the remark 
following Definition 20. 
Si~ce an X(l,b) is a L space, x**(l,b) is injective by Theorem 36. 
CX) 
This fact gives us the following two properties: 
5) The dual of an X(l,b) space is weakly sequentially complete 
from Corollary 23. 
6) An X(l,b) space does not embed in any separable dual space from 
Theorem 33. 
In 1940 Dunford and Pettis proved that every separable dual space 
has R.N.P. The theory developed subsequent to the Dunford-Pettis theorem 
tended to support the converse of the theorem. This conjecture is 
generally attributed to J. Uhl (see [15]). Statement 6) above proves 
that the converse is false. 
In [10] J. Lindenstrauss has shown that a Banach space X is a L 
CX) 
space if and only if it has the compact extension propert~, which means that 
every compact operator T:Y ~ X extends to a compact operator T:Z ~ X for 
48 
any space Z containing Y, with I IT! I ~ AI IT! I (the constant A being uni-
form in Y, Z, and T). The weak compact extension property has the same 
definition with the operators T and T being weakly compact instead of 
compact. Since an X(l,b) space is a L space the theorem of Linden-
oo 
strauss tells us that it has the compact extension property. Statement 
2) above together with this fact guarantees that an X(l,b) space has the 
weak compact extension property. In [10] Lindenstrauss conjectured that 
any space with the weak compact extension property must be finite 
dimensional. An X(l,b) space thus resolves this conjecture also. 
The local structure of a L space is (up to isomorphism) that of 
00 
a finite dimensional C(K) space. It was thus natural to conjecture 
(c.f.[l2]) that any L space should contain an isomorph of c . State-
oo 0 
ment 3) above shows this conjecture to be false. 
A much older question concerning Banach spaces was: If X and x* 
are both weakly sequentially complete then must X be reflexive? State-
ments 4) and 5) above say that an X(l,b) space satisfies the hypothesis 
of the question but since it is a L space it can't be reflexive. 
00 
In the next chapter we shall see that a slight adjustment of the 
parameter "a" produces another interesting class of spaces. 
CHAPTER V 
THE CLASS X(a,b) ,a<l 
Here we will discuss X(a,b) spaces with the parameter "a" strictly 
less than 1. We have from our previous work that such a space is a sep-
arable L space with R.N.P. but in contrast to the last example (i.e. 
ro 
an X(l,b} space) the restriction on "a" produces the following 
property. 
Theorem ~3: An X(a,b) space with a<l has no subspace which is 
isomorphic to £1 . 
Proof: Suppose X(a,b) does contain a subspace isomorphic to £1 . 
Then there exists a sequence {u } in X(a,b) which is equivalent to the 
n 
usual basis of £1 . Since the weak* topology of £ is metrizable on 00 
bounded sets we have a subsequence still called {u } which is w* con-
n 
vergent. Thus if we put y = u 2 - u 2 1 we get that for each n n n-
m, lim TI yn = 0. The sequence· {y } is just a blocking of {u } ; as 
n m n n 
such it is a basic sequence equivalent to {u } and thus to the usual 
n 
basis of £1 . Assume, without loss of generality, that the basic sequence 
{y } is normalized with basis constant K. Since lim TI y 0 for each 
n n m n 
m we may pass to a subsequence, still called {y }, for which 
n 
1 
< ----- (.\ as on page 36) . 
.\•8K•2n 
By the density of U E 
n n 
choose a 
sequence · {w } 
n 
U E such that j j llw -y II .<--1 - Notice that for n n A•8K•2n 
k < n, II TI w II = ll1r (w -y ) + TI Y II ~- II w -y II w -y II + II TI Y II k n k n n k n n n n n n n 
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2 1 Now put - T and observe that < = v = w 1T w 
n-1 n-1 n 
.A•8•K•2 n .A•4K•2n n n 
IIY - v II IIY - w II llw - v II 
1 
IITn-1 w II< s + <--+ 1T n n n n n 
'A8K2n n-1 n n 
1 1 
+--<--+ 
4K2n 4K2n 
Thus 
Therefore {v } is equivalent to' {y } by Theorem 4 
n · n 
and thus to the usual basis of ~ 1 . 
k < n by the construction of {v } . 
n 
Moreover {v } ·-~ U E . and 1Tk v =0 for 
n j J n 
Choose E > 0 such that 4E < 1 - a (recall that a< 1) and apply Theorem 
5 to the sequence { v } to obtain a blocking {b } of { v } for which 
n n n 
n n 
llbnll = 1 and lli~l aibill ~ (1-E) i~1 1ail' for any sequence of scalars 
{a. } • Since {b } is a blocking of' {v } we have 1Tkbn=O for k < n. Let 
~ n n · 
m < m < • • . be a sequence of integers such that b EE l 2 n m 
n 
Let m' > m such that 111T ,x 11>1-E:. l l m1 1 
Choose k 2 such 
that 1T ,bk = o for k.?. k2 and put x2 b Select m' such that m' > 
ml k2 2 2 
~~ ml > ml and II Tim 1 x 2 11 > 1-£. Take k 3 such that 1T b = 0 for 2 1' m' k 2 2 2 
k ~ k , put x 3 = b and choose m1 > max(m , m1 ) such that I 11T ,x3 j 1>1-E. 3 k 3 3 k 3 2 m3 
Thus we have x EE ,111T x II> 1-E; x 2EE ,,1T, x 2 = O, 111T, x 2 1! > 1 mi mi l m2 m1 . m2 
1- E; x3 ~::Em 3 '1Tm2x3 = O, 111Tm3x 3 11 > 1- E; and mi<m;<m)· Now put 
Thus the norm of xis at least 3-3E. We now use Lemma 37, Theorem 37, 
Corollary 39, and the construction of X(a,b) to obtain a contradictory 
upper estimate on the norm of x thus establishing the theorem. 
Since x E E we have that II X II = max {jj1T I xjj, aii1T xJI + m' m3 m 3 m•·m' 3 
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bl lx- P xl 1}, (recall P = T ~ and is a projection onto E). There 
m m m m m 
are several cases to consider: 
1) If m < m' we have alln xll + bllx- P xll = alln (x1+x2+x3 >11 + 1 m m m 
bllxl+x2+x3 - Tm'Tfm(x1+x2+x3) II ~ aii'Tfm xlll + bllxl- Tmnmxlll + 
b II x 2 +x3 ll = a I In m x1 I I + b II x1 - P m x1 II + b II x 2 +x 3 1 I ::; 
2) If m' < m < m' then aJin xll+bllx-P xll 1 - 2 m m 
b I ·j x +x +x - T 'IT (x +x +x ) II = a ll1r ( x +x ) I I+ 
· 1 2 3 m m 1 2 3 m 1 2 
bllx 3 11~ llx1+x2 ll + bllx) I ~- 2+b. 
a I l1r ( x +x +x ) II + 
m 1 2 3 
3) If m; < m ~ m3 then allnmxll+bllx- Pmxll = allnm(x1+x2+~3 ) II 
+ b II x +x +x - T 'Tf (x +x +x ) II = a II TI (x +x +x ) II + b II x +x +x -1 2 3 m m 1 . 2 3 m l 2 3 1 2 3 
(xl+x2+Tm'Tfmx3) II ::; aJinm(x1+x2) II + aii'Tfmx311 + bllx3- Tm'Tfmx311 
allnm(x1+x2 ) II + all~mx3 ll + bJix3 - Pm x) I ::; allx1+x2 ll+llx3 ll :5 2a+l. 
So the quantity aii'Tfmxll + bljx- Pmxll where m ~ m3 is less than or 
equal to max {l+2b,2+b,l+2a}. 
To get an upper estimate for I I'Tf ,xi I first notice that this norm 
m3 
can't be obtained in the first d , coordinates because here x is zero. 
m2 3 
These coordinates are thus bounded by I lx1+x2 1 I ~ 2 and we have observed 
that the norm of x is at least 3-3s. We therefore focus on the coordin-
ates of x situated between d , + l and d , . These coordinates are 
m2 m3 
bounded by the coordinates of (x1 +x2 ) plus llx3 11 = 1. We will then 
find upper bounds for the coordinates of x1+x2 situated between d ,+1 
m2 
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and d 1 • By construction ofT recall that the-se coordinates are 
m3 m,n 
determined by functionals fy (see page 37) acting on Tij (x1+x2), 
where Y s rj, and m; ~ j ~ m;-1. As such we see that lfy(Tij (x1+x2)) I 
~ a II Tim ( TIJ. ( x 1+x2 ) ) II + b I I TI . (x +x ) - T . TI ( TI . ( x +x ) ) II for m < j . J 1 2 m,J m J 1 2 
.::; a II TI (x1+x ) II + b II TI • (x1+x2 ) - T . TI (x1+x2 ) II , m 2 J m, J m 
alln (x1+x2) II + bllnm31 (x1+x2 ) - T 1 'Tf -(x +x ) II because T. 1 (TI. (x1+x2)-m m,m3 m 1 2 J ,m3 J 
T . TI (x1+x ) ) m,J m 2 TI 1 (x +x ) m3 1 2 
= T 1 TI (x +x2 ) • m,m3 m 1 
Hence the coordinates 
are bounded by max· {a lin (x1+x2 ) II + b !In 1 (x1+x2) - T 1 Tim ( x 1+x2 ) II }. 
. m m3 m,m3 m<J 
T 1 TI (x1+x2 ), as we observed in part (i) of Theorem 38. m,m3 m 
Therefore, the coordinates are bounded by 
max 
m<m 1 2 
{2a, a lin (x1+x ) II + biiTI 1 (x1+x2 ) - T 1 TI (x +x2 ) II}. m 2 m3 m,m3 m 1 
4) If m ~ m1 then a!lnm(x1+x2 ) II + blln 1 (x +x ) - T 1 1T 1 m3 1 2 m,m3 m 
X -
1 
II x 1 11 + b IITI , x 2 ll ~ 1 + b. 
m3 
5) If m1 < m < m1 then aiJn (x +x )II+ blln 1 Cx1+x)-1 2 m 1 2 m3 2 
n m x 2 11 :S. a lin m x 1 II + II x 2 I I ~ a + 1. 
Adding now I In x 3 1 I to each case gives us that the coordinates of 
m3 
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x situated between d 1 + 1 and d 1 are bounded by max{2a+l, 2+b, 2+a}. 
m2 m3 
We summarize 1) 5) and conclude that I JxJ I ~ max{l+2b, 2+b, 2a+l, 
2+b, 2+a} ~ 2+a < 3 - 4s which contradicts I JxJ I ~ 3-3s and thus com-
pletes the proof. 
The fact that an X(a,b) space, a<l, contains no subspace which is 
isomorphic to £1 produces another remarkable property. The space is 
somewhat reflexive, which means that every infinite dimensional subspace 
contains an infinite dimensional reflexive space. Prior to this example 
L · spaces were thought to be in a sense much like C(K) spaces thus 
00 
making this somewhat reflexive property very much unanticipated. The 
proof that follows will use several results not contained in this paper 
but appropriate references are provided for the interested reader. 
Theorem 44: An X(a,b) space is somewhat reflexive if a<l. 
Proof: From the previous Theorem we have that an X(a,b) space 
is a separable Lro space with no subspace isomorphic to £1 . The re-
sults of Hagler[ 6], and Retherford and Stegall [ 13] then give us that 
* X*(a,b) is isomorphic to £1 . This means X(a,b) has a basis. The 
deep results of Johnson, Rosenthal, and Zippin [ 9] then allow us to 
conclude that an X(a,b) space has a shrinking basis {u } . 
. n 
Now let Z be an infinite dimensional subspace of X(a,b). Choose 
a sequence {z }e Z such that II z II = 1 for each n and lim 1T z == 0, 
n n n m n 
for every m. Since Z has no subspace isomorphic to £1 a result of 
Rosenthal [ 14] ensures that {z } contains a subsequence, still called 
n 
{z }, which is weakly Cauchy. 
n 
This sequence has a subsequence {z } 
nk 
such that I lz -z I I ~ o > 0. If it did not then sequence would be 
nk nk-1 
norm Cauchy and hence converge to some z. This z would be a norm one 
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vector as the limit of norm one vectors but this is impossible since 
z - z 
nk nk-1 ~~------~---- and observe liz - z - II 
nk nk 1 
TI z = lim TI z = 0 for each m. 
m n m n 
Now put wk 
0 and w-l~m wk = 0. This sequence then has 
a subsequence still called {wk} which is equivalent to a blocking of {un} 
(see Proposition l.a.l2,p.7 of [ 12]) and as such is shrinking. So we have 
a normalized shrinking basic sequence {wk}c zfor which lim 1T w.k = 0 
k m 
for each m. Now choose e > 0 such that Y 2 (a+b) (1-e) > 1. Using 
the perturbation argument in the proof of the previous theorem we obtain 
a sequenc~ {yn} equivalent to a subsequence {wk } of {wk} such that 
n 
that 
1) {y }c u E. 
n . J 
. J 
2) I IYnl I = 1 for all n, and there is a sequence m1 < m2 < ••• such 
3) 0 for all t ~ k+l and 
4) 
k {s~l asys) I I for all m <~-land any choice of scalars {as}. In 4) we 
also use Lemma 41. 
We will show that the sequence {y } is boundedly complete. Since 
n 
{w } is equivalent to {y } it will thus be boundedly complete and since 
k n 
n 
{wk } is a subsequence of a shrinking basic sequence it is also shrinking. 
n 
Therefore {wk } will be shrinking and 
n 
boundedly complete and so [ w k ] 
n 
is reflexive by Theorem l.b.5,p.9 of [12]. 
Let {~} be a sequence of scalars for which the sequence {vn} defined 
by v 
n 
i.e. 
To prove that {y } is bounded by complete we must show that {v } con-
n n 
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verges, or equivalently that {v }.:Es relatively compact. If {v } is not 
n n 
relatively compact there exists a number 13 > 0 such that (*) lim Jlv -
n n 
P v II > S, for every m. 
m n 
By Theorem 38 we get the following estimate for 
all p < t and m < m 1 : p- II v -P v II 2: a IJ·n- (v -P v ) II +b II 'IT (v -P v ) -t m t m t m t m t m t p t 
T 'IT (v-Pv)IJ=ajjTI (v-Pv)Jj+bjjTI v -'IT Pv -T 
m ,m p t m t m t m t m t m t m m t m ,m p p t t p t 
'IT v -1- T 
m t m ,m p p t 
'IT p v 11-
m m t p 
By the construction of these operators, 
'IT p v = T 'IT p v so the inequality becomes jjv -P vt II ?: 
mt m t m ,m m m t t m p t p 
v - T 'IT Since 'IT T = T aJI'IT (v -P v ) II + bii'IT v t II. m t m t mt t m ,m m mt m m ,m p p t p p t p 
on B we get 
m 
a jj 'IT (v -P v ) II + b jj,r (v -T 'IT v ) jj . 
m t m t mt t m m t p p - p p 
Since p < t we use 3) above to replace TI (v -P v ) 
m t m t p 
with TI (v 
m P p 
to get llv -P vII?: aii'IT (v ..-p v )jj + bji'IT (v -
_ t mt m p m p m t Pm vt)jl. p p t 
- p v ) 
mp 
For 
such an "m" we use (*) above to choose p so that Jjv -P v II ?: S (1-t:), 
p m P 
and then by 4) we have jjTI (v -P v ) II ::::: S (1-s) 2 • Having chosen this 
m p m p p 
p we select t such that I lvt-Pm vtl I 2: S(l-s)i and consequently 
P-
+ b II TI (v -P v ) II 
mt t m t 
- p 
Thus II v - P <:r II ? a JJ1r (v -P v ) II t mt m p mp p 
2 
? (a+b) (1-c) > Ys. Therefore (*) 
holds for Yf3 instead of S;i.e. lim Jlv -P v II > YS for all m. Repeating 
n n m n 
this process k times yields limllv -P v II > ykS. Since Y > 1 we may 
n n m n 
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k 
choose k such that Y S > M(l+A). But this means limllv -P v II > M(l+A) 
n n m n 
which can't be the case since llv -P vII::.; llv II+ liP II llu II< 
n m n n m n -
M(l+A) for all choices of m and n. Thus the sequence {v } is relatively 
n 
compact and hence {y } is botmdedly complete. Q.E.D. 
n 
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